This paper provides an overview of several techniques that can be used on spacecraft of various sizes to increase the longevity of onboard solar power generation capability and -in some cases -via this, overall mission life. Three designs that shield solar panels until they are needed for use and which can, prospectively, provide other benefits are presented. A conventional design is also discussed, for purposes of comparison. Mass and volume analysis is used to demonstrate the cost (in terms of mass and volume) for the proposed solutions and compare this to the benefit provided by the extension in mission lifespan (and the value produced by this). A qualitative analysis is also performed, discussing other prospective benefits of the three proposed designs. A discussion of appropriate times to use the designs is also included.
I. Introduction
HILE a limited number of spacecraft (such as some picosatellites) have only body-mounted solar panels, many utilize deployable structures. These deployable structures may support hardware required for power generation, communications and other spacecraft needs. Solar panels are among the most common types of deployables and are a major consideration in satellite design.
For solar-powered spacecraft, the panels limit the power budget and lifespan of the spacecraft. Solar panels also decay, when exposed to the sun's radiation. Thus, meeting the required end of life (EOL) power requires incorporating excess generation capabilities at the spacecraft's beginning of life (BOL). This increases spacecraft mass, volume and cost.
One prospective solution to this problem is the use of multiple solar panels, some of which are not deployed (and thus not exposed to deterioration) at the spacecraft's BOL. The same deployment system that could, prospectively, be used for the deployment of multiple sets of solar panels can also be utilized to deploy other similar types of hardware. This paper assesses the possibilities presented by a reconfigurable array architecture for use on board a spacecraft.
The benefits of all three approaches are considered quantitatively and qualitatively. Quantitative assessment focuses on the benefit level provided, in terms of key metrics such as lifespan, power generation and communications gain, as a function of the mass required by the system. Qualitative assessment includes a holistic and overall comparison of the architecture to existing systems. The paper continues by providing a background related to three key areas: space mission and spacecraft design, spacecraft longevity and solar panel degradation. Then a conventional solar panel design is presented, which will serve as the point of comparison for the proposed enhanced designs. Next, the three longevity-enhancing designs are presented. Mass and volume analysis and qualitative analysis are, then, presented before concluding.
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II. Background
This section provides requisite information on prior work in three areas, which form the basis for the proposed longevity-enhancing designs. First, it provides an overview of the space mission and spacecraft design process. Then, spacecraft longevity and the factors that impair it are discussed. Finally, the degradation of solar panels is considered.
A. Space Mission and Spacecraft Design
Space mission and spacecraft design is necessarily an iterative process where a design is refined to meet mission requirements and constraints. Launch mass and volume constraints paired with demanding mission requirements generally results in chances in one area necessitating changes in another to compensate for additional mass and volume use (or to take advantage of any mass and/or volume freed). Several approaches to space mission and spacecraft design have been proposed, including reference texts by Larson 4 , which was designed to allow students to experience the mission design process in the context of a high altitude balloon mission, illuminates the basic steps of mission design. These include:
• The definition of objectives, requirements and constraints • Developing the concept and architecture • Defining drivers and requirements as well as associated analysis and decision making The models presented by Wertz, Everett and Puschell 2 and Fortescue 3 take this process somewhat further. Wertz, Everett and Puschell also include the definition of system requirements and allocating these to fulfilling elements. Fortescue, on the other hand goes as far as to include all design, development and testing activities as well as mission operations and follow-on analysis in a model that considers the entire mission lifecycle.
B. Spacecraft Longevity
Spacecraft longevity is constrained by several factors that must be taken into account when designing a mission. Hardware longevity, due to the requirement to design to meet EOL performance requirements, has a strong correlation with cost. A factor reducing longevity is the spacecraft's solar panels. Over time, solar panels degrade (this is discussed in section C). Given the high cost of spacecraft development and launch, extending a spacecraft's longevity can have a significant impact on the return on investment (ROI) of a particular mission or constellation. A development cost vs longevity analysis should, thus, be considered to maximize the ROI for a satellite 2 . Spacecraft degrade due to many factors. One primary factor is the various radiation sources that strike the various parts of the spacecraft. Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR) account for a portion of the radiation absorbed. Additionally, a higher concentration of UV rays from the sun strike the satellite 2 . The spacecraft's materials slowly breakdown due to radiation 5 . Another factor influencing the breakdown in low-Earth orbit is atomic Oxygen. Atomic Oxygen occurs in the Earth's upper atmosphere due to the increased amount of vacuum UV (VUV) rays that energize Oxygen and split it into atomic Oxygen. This oxygen will collide with the surfaces of the satellite as it orbits. These surfaces will develop micro impact sites due to the great velocity differential of the particles. In addition to the kinetic impacts, atomic oxygen chemically erodes the material 6 . Another major factor in the degradation of satellites is thermal cycling. A satellite will be exposed to a great amount of thermal cycling if it is in Earth orbit. The thermal cycling slowly deteriorates joints and the materials themselves by expansion and contraction 2 . Overall, none of these factors alone create a large effect, but when combined, they work to deteriorate a satellite 6 . The deterioration, however, for many components is comparatively small to that experienced by solar panels. This is why work is underway to potentially harvest components, such as large (high mass and, thus, expensive to launch) antennas, from older spacecraft for reuse 7 . External factors also play a role in the longevity of spacecraft. A spacecraft is limited by the amount of consumables, such as fuel, that it is launched with, which define how long it can continue its active service. Another factor is change in technology. Over time, a satellite becomes less up to date technologically and features available from newer hardware may be desired.
C. Degradation of Solar Panels
Solar panels degrade due to GCRs, solar radiation, atomic oxygen and thermal cycling. In many cases, the solar panels degrade faster than other parts of the spacecraft, as some thermal control components are not used for the solar panel areas. 
III. Conventional Spacecraft Solar Panel Design
Solar panel designs usually fall into several groups. The most common type is a rigid panel with solar cells layered on top of the panel. The structure of the panel generally includes an aluminum honeycomb panel core. For consistency, this paper uses 9.7 mm honeycomb panel when applicable. This thickness is the same as the OWS array used on Skylab and is similar to the 10 mm thickness used by the TDRSS constellation 8 . This material and design has been previously demonstrated on the Aerospatiale spacecraft 8 , which is what the design shown in Figure  1 is based upon. This type of design is generally used for small to medium sized arrays. Another design that is used is hybrid solar panel blankets. These are basically solar cells placed on top of a layer of a thin flexible substrate. This design consumes much less mass than the panel design. 
IV. Longevity-Enhancing Designs
Several potentially longevity-enhancing designs are now considered. A basic panel version, targeted at small spacecraft, has been designed using rectangular panels. The rectangular panels have the ability to rotate (as shown in Figure 2 ), exposing one side, and protecting the other from the sun's radiation. Additionally, due to the ability of the panels to rotate, the need for an alternate pointing system is reduced.
In Figure 2 , the deployed solar panels are shown in action, oriented towards the sun. The solar panels in this design are 2 x 2.5 m. A larger and more complex design utilizes robotically assembled (and replaceable) panels on a lightweight truss. This design is targeted at larger satellites. This approach provides a spacecraft designer greater flexibility in deployment and design, due to the decreased need for complex deployment mechanisms that require both extensive redundancy and an additional mass consumption. However, the truss assembly adds considerable mass. The hexagon panels are stored inside a protected area within a portion of the satellite. This area is protected from some radiation sources and has a door to protect it from space debris and atomic oxygen interactions. In addition to the door, an insulating coating on the body of the container helps to passively control thermal cycle's extremes. A simple robot is used to move and ultimately mount the panels to the truss. The robot would move along a 'T' shaped rail. The feet connecting the robot to the truss are able to rotate to allow for 90˚ direction changes.
In Figure 4 , the robot is shown carrying a panel for replacement. In the gaps between hex panels, additional modules can be placed further increasing the useable area of this design. Thirty panels are utilized with a diameter of 3.2 m, each. This size is able to easily fit within common rockets' payload area along with the truss assembly. While thirty panels can be concurrently deployed, a projected initial stock level of fifty panels is planned, to facilitate having spares for replacement purposes. A dimensioned drawing of the array is shown in Figure 5 . A secondary design targeted at smaller spacecraft (such as those that would fall into Swartwout's "university class" 10 ) is now presented. This design utilizes square panels due to their ability to easily be stored within the form factor. A truss that is very similar to the truss of the hexagonal design, shown in Figures 4 and 5 , is used. This design is shown, with a robot again shown to be replacing a panel, in Figure 6 . A dimensioned diagram is shown in Figure 7 . A third concept, which utilizes blanket deployables (similar to the proposed thin film concept11, but using a proven technology) is presented. The 'blanket' panels used by this design are similar to those used on the Hubble Space Telescope 8 . Multiple blankets are included which can be replaced or swapped out temporarily (if, for example, a blanket for an antenna array was included instead of an alternate solar cell blanket), if required. This approach enables a plethora of options for a satellite.
This architecture could facilitate the deployment of solar arrays, communications antennas, reflectors, dish sections or combinations thereof. If a section of the deployable sustains damage, it can be replaced, using a stored spare, as opposed to the mission continuing in a partially disabled configuration or failing altogether. The ability to have shared spares reduces the mass and volume required for providing the requisite level of redundancy. The lightweight structures utilized by the blanket concept allow more mass to be devoted to greater redundancy. This design also has the advantage of being able to shield the solar cells from the environment like the previous designs.
The blanket design is shown in Figure 8 . Figure 9 shows the blanket mid-deployment (left) and prior to deployment (right). The nominal panel size is 3 m x 15.5 m. Deployment of the solar panel blanket is effected using a gas pressure system. Likewise, a negative pressure is created to contract the blanket in along with a wire reel. Individual blanket arrays would be interchanged with an armature system. Finally, a micro satellite version of this blanket concept is shown. This design is very similar to the larger scale design. The deployment and storage mechanism is substantially similar to the larger scale version. The width of the deployable is 0.5 m and it has an approximate length of 2.5833 m. This version is depicted in Figure 10 . 
V. Mass and Volume Analysis
A mass analysis of the three prospective longevity-increasing approaches has been conducted. Data from this analysis is shown in Table 1 . Mass figures from [8] were utilized, as relevant, in this analysis. As part of the design process, the solar panel collection surface area and volume were calculated. An average mass per unit of area of solar panel collection surface was found and used to calculate many of the array masses. The total mass of the array and its support structures was then divided by the surface collection area, to produce the area-per-unit mass figure for each approach (shown, in Table 1 , in the first column from the right). To factor in the benefits of longevity, an additional value was computed that divided all surface collection area by mass. This is shown in the rightmost column. The increase of area per mass unit is an important figure as it drives the launch cost (and is related to development and fabrication costs) for the array system. The consideration of longevity allows a total value versus total cost analysis to be conducted. As shown, the hexagonal panel approach fares the worst in this analysis, due to the need for a significant truss structure. The double-sided panel design performs second-best and the blanket approach performs the best, with a surface area to mass ratio (for the longevity-considered analysis) over six times that of the dual panel approach and an order of magnitude better than the hexagonal approach.
VI. Qualitative Analysis
The single-sided panel method is a well-demonstrated technology and serves and an effective baseline for other prospective approaches. Placing panels on the second side increased the mass of the array by a considerable amount. This unfortunately does not provide a large advantage, as the solar panels are not protected from all the elements of space.
The second method, which utilized replaceable panels, consumed large amounts of mass; however it's amount of surface area is quite considerable. There is a significant advantage here as the panels can be readily replaced individually, allowing partial replacement of an array damaged by micro-impacts, for example. Additionally, the panels could easily be swapped out, on a partial basis, to provide surface area for a communications antenna or other panel-based array.
The square version targeted at microsatellites provides a smaller surface area (but still significant, for that form factor). Problematically, it consumes about half the maximum mass and volume, based on the class definition.
The blanket array has the greatest advantage in terms of mass and it is the most viable for both large and smaller scale satellites. It has the disadvantage of having to replace an entire blanket if something goes wrong, rather than only a portion of it.
Considering protection from space, the hexagonal swappable method would provide for the greatest protection from the perils of space. The blanket method (which stores unused blankets in a mostly enclosed chamber) would also perform well in this regard. The first (double sided) method benefits from its relative simplicity and the fact that it requires little innovation; however, it does not fare well in terms of protecting a solar panel from the elements.
Notably, the latter two methods have mechanisms, which could conceivably jam and limit the utility of the spacecraft. The hexagonal approach's robot's failure would prevent additional replacement (and possible result in the robot blocking a panel). The blanket approach, if it were to fail with nothing deployed, could significantly limit (for a single-side failure) or end (for a dual failure) the mission.
VII. Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has presented several prospective approaches to increasing the usable lifespan of spacecraft via allowing the replacement of degraded solar panels. These same technologies could prospectively allow partial use of this space for other purposes on a limited-duration or continuous basis, thus increasing mission flexibility. Notably, there are many other factors that limit spacecraft lifespan, beyond the solar panels. Thus, these technologies may be of little importance to many missions. For longer-duration missions, however, these technologies could significantly extend mission life and spacecraft ROI. One area of potential use is in a spacecraft which sought to provide power to others (e.g., [12] ), as the amount of power and duration of being able to provide it would drive the ROI of the spacecraft.
